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ten to the power seventeen") and ending, predictably, with "Zero,"whose variousphilosophical definitionscontinue for three pages. But by
the time I, as a reader,reachedthis point in the
book, on page 444, I was actually sympathetic
to the inclusion of such material and was particularly fascinated by the fact that the Indian
culturedeveloped so many names for incredibly
large numbers (e.g., Kathana:ten to the power
119).
Except for a few clumsy sentences in the introduction,the qualityof the translationfrom the
original French is remarkablysmooth. Illustrations are plentiful and skillfully rendered.The
index is comprehensive, with about 2,300 entries.
My only quibble is with the misleading title,
which I suspect is the brainchildof the publisher
ratherthan the author.This book is far from a
"universal history of numbers," which would
necessarily run on for many volumes; meanwhile, the word "computer"in the subtitle has
no relationshipto anythingbetween the book's
covers. In fact, the index does even not include
"computer,""complex number," "algebra,"or
many other topics that the title would seem to
imply. The book is actually a cross-culturalhistory of naturalnumbersand theirarithmetic,and
on thatbasis it succeeds very well. It shouldhave
been titled accordingly.
As a reference work, this book belongs in
every college library and on the shelf of every
scholar of the history of mathematics.It should
be recommendedreadingfor every undergraduate mathematicsmajor and requiredreadingfor
every graduatestudentin mathematics.

celestial charts and diagrams-most of which
were made in Europe during the period 14501900. Each object and image is identified,with
some informationaboutits maker,countryof origin, and date of manufacture.The accompanying text has four parts: "Discovering Space,"
"DiscoveringTime,""Understandingthe Earth,"
and "Understandingthe Heavens."
The authors,all members of the Adler's curatorialstaff, statethat The Universe Unveiledis
intendedfor "readersof all backgrounds."Those
readerswith little or no backgroundin the history of science or of scientific instrumentsmight
appreciatethe beauty and intricacyof many socalled scientific instrumentsand images and realize thatthey were designed to serve broadculturalpurposesas well as narrowscientific ones.
Readersof this journal,however, and especially
those particularlyinterestedin instrumentsand
images of this sort, might want much more informationabout these things and about their relation to the history of science and technology,
both narrowlyand broadlyconstrued.
DEBORAHJEANWARNER

Eli Maor. June 8, 2004: Venus in Transit. xiv
+ 186 pp., illus., figs., tables, apps.,bibl., index.
Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press,
2000. $22.95.

Every so often, the planetVenus crosses the disk
of the Sun, as viewed from the Earth.Because
of a resonancebetween the orbitalperiodsof Venus and the Earth(5 synodic cycles of Venus =
8 Earthyears), a transitseen at one node of VeJR. nus's orbit tends to be followed by another 8
ERNESTZEBROWSKI,
years later. But then there is a wait of about243
years for anotherevent at the same node. In bethere will be a pair of transits
Bruce Stephenson; Marvin Bolt; Anna Felic- tween, however,
at the othernode of the orbit.Thus the sequence
Friedman.
The
Universe
Unveiled:
Instruity
of the most recenttransitsof Venus: 1631, 1639,
ments and Images through History. 152 pp.,
1761, 1769, 1874, 1882. The next rendezvousis
PlaneAdler
index.
illus., app., bibl.,
Chicago:
for 8 June 2004, which gives this book its title.
tarium and Astronomy Museum; Cambridge:
Johannes Kepler predicted transits of both
CambridgeUniversity Press, 2000. $29.95.
Mercuryand Venus for 1631. The Venus transit
The Universe Unveiled is based on the fabulous occurredduringthe night for Europeansand no
collection of historic astronomical and related one there saw it. However, the Mercurytransit
scientificmanuscripts,books, and instrumentsin was observedby severalpeople, includingPierre
Chicago's Adler Planetarium and Astronomy Gassendi. Because of small errorsin his tables,
Museum. Its many illustrations,many of them Kepler missed predicting the Venus transit of
in full color, allow readersto examine and ap- 1639. But it was predictedand successfully obpreciate an arrayof wonderful instrumentsand served by JeremiahHorrocksand also seen by
images-including armillary spheres, astro- his friend, William Crabtree, in Manchester.
labes, clocks, drawinginstruments,globes, nav- Crabtree'sobservationof the transitof 1639 was
igational instruments,nocturals, orreries,sun- commemoratedin a mural for the Manchester
dials, and early telescopes, as well as various city hall by the Pre-RaphaelitepainterFordMa-
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Mapshowingthe transitof Venusin 1769 (fromMaor,June 8, 2004: Venus in Transit,plate 6).

dox Brown. So the romanticizingof the transits
of Venus began with the Victorians.
Observationof these rare events could also
serve a scientific purpose. Edmond Halley proposed using the Venus transitof 1761 to establish the solar parallax and thus the scale of the
solar system. Observersat widely spaced locations could time the momentof ingress of Venus
onto the Sun's disk, as well as the moment of
egress. Fromcomparisonof the observations,the
astronomersmight work out an excellent value
for the Sun's parallax.Halley died in 1742, but
his plan was put into action for the transits of
1761 and 1769. The results were disappointing.
Optical effects due to the physiology of the eye,
as well as turbulencein the Earth's atmosphere
and even refractionby the atmosphereof Venus,
made it impossible to time the moments of ingress and egress as precisely as had been hoped.
This book is an engaging retellingof the story
for a popular audience. It is heavily dependent
on HarryWoolf's TheTransitsof Venus(Princeton, 1959) and even more so on RichardProctor's Transits of Venus: A Popular Account of
Past and Coming Transitsfrom the First Observed by HorrocksA.D. 1639 to the Transitof
A.D. 2012 (1874). Indeed,Maor'sbook has been
timed, as was Proctor's,to take advantageof an
impendingtransit.
For some reason,the authorchose to begin his

story with the dismantlingof the ancient system
of the world by Copericus and Kepler. The
openingchapters,which tell this storyin ajumpy
and discontinuousfashion, contain many hoary
errors of fact. (The Ptolemaic system became
cumbersome and useless by the successive addition of epicycles; Copernicussaid that he had
never seen Mercury;and so on.) However, once
the main story begins, the book becomes more
reliable.
The eighteenth-century transits involved
plenty of dramaand heartbreak.Le Gentil was
sent by the Paris Academy of Sciences to observe the transit of 1761 at Pondicherry,India.
Because of the French and English war he was
unable to reachhis stationand was forced to observe the transitfrom his ship in the middle of
the IndianOcean. Ratherthanreturninghome in
failure, he resolved to wait eight years for the
transitof 1769. He hoped to observe that transit
from Manilabut was orderedby the academyto
Pondicherryinstead. He did as ordered,only to
be clouded out on the day of the transit.
June 8, 2004: Venus in Transit is short and
entertaining,in the genre of Dava Sobel's Longitude (Walker, 1998). The book ends with directions for viewing the transits of 2004 and
2012 and a discussion of transitsas viewed from
other planets of our solar system.
JAMESEVANS
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